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Abstract We consider how to effectively use prior knowledge when learning a
Bayesian model from streaming environments where the data come infinitely and
sequentially. This problem is highly important in the era of data explosion and
rich sources of precious external knowledge such as pre-trained models, ontologies,
Wikipedia, etc. We show that some existing approaches can forget any knowledge
very fast. We then propose a novel framework that enables to incorporate the prior
knowledge of different forms into a base Bayesian model for data streams. Our
framework subsumes some existing popular models for time-series/dynamic data.
Extensive experiments show that our framework outperforms existing methods
with a large margin. In particular, our framework can help Bayesian models gener-
alize well on extremely short text while other methods overfit. The implementation
of our framework is available at https://github.com/bachtranxuan/TPS.git.
Keywords Bayesian model · streaming learning · prior knowledge
1 Introduction
Bayesian approach can efficiently model the uncertainty in data and make pre-
diction on the future. A Bayesian model however might not generalize well in
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the cases of misspecification nor extreme sparsity. Misspecification [10] is a situa-
tion in which a particular model cannot cover all key aspects of reality, whereas
sparsity is the case in which the observed data are really sparse in nature. Those
two situations cause various challenges for us. Note that misspecification could
not be avoided, while sparsity is prevalent in practice, such as modeling ratings
or feedbacks in recommender systems [24,21], and modeling short text from so-
cial networks [5,15]. Hence external/prior knowledge plays a crucial role to help a
Bayesian model generalize well.
How to effectively use prior knowledge in Bayesian models for streaming envi-
ronments where the data may come infinitely and sequentially? Interestingly, this
question has been rarely considered, in spite of its great significance in the era of
data explosion and rich sources of precious prior knowledge such as pre-trained
machine learning models, ontologies, Wikipedia, etc. In particular, pre-trained
models have been increasingly playing a critical role in various applications [16,
18,36], but are mostly used in static conditions. One key reason is that streaming
conditions pose various challenges, e.g., How to make a Bayesian model work in
streaming conditions? How to use prior knowledge dynamically to help a Bayesian
model fit the streaming data and then generalize well? Can we assure that the
prior knowledge will not be forgotten quickly?
Some recent studies [11,30,29,19] have provided excellent solutions to learning
Bayesian models from data streams. However, none of those methods considers ex-
ploiting external/prior knowledge. Our first contribution is to show that streaming
variational Bayes (SVB) [11] can forget any knowledge at a rate of O(T−1), after
learning from more T minibatches of data. Such a forgetting rate in SVB is much
faster than the rate Ω(T−0.67) in human [4]. This forgetting problem potentially
appears in other related methods. As a result, those approaches cannot solve the
main question of interest.
The second contribution in this paper is a novel framework called Dynamic
Transformation of Prior knowledge into Bayesian models for data Streams (TPS)
that fulfils the above question and provides a unified solution to the three men-
tioned challenges. TPS is able to exploit knowledge which is represented by vectors,
matrices, or graphs. The exploitation of prior knowledge in TPS is dynamic in na-
ture, owing to the use of a discrete-time martingale of transformation matrices.
Hence TPS helps a Bayesian model better fit with data streams and generalize
on unseen observations. Finally, TPS enables us to develop a streaming learning
algorithm for a base model, with few changes from an existing batch learning. This
property will be beneficial in practice, since Bayesian models for static conditions
are prevalent. We further show that TPS subsumes some existing models [6,13] as
special cases for streaming or time-series data.
Our third contribution is an extensive evaluation of different frameworks, using
two base models (latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [7] for unsupervised learning,
and Naive Bayes for streaming classification) and three kinds of prior knowledge.
The experiments show that TPS often outperforms the other state-of-the-art meth-
ods, in terms of generalization and model quality. In particular, TPS can help LDA
and Naive Bayes generalize well on short text while some approaches encounter
overfitting.
Roadmap: We first summarize closely related work. Then we present TPS and
two case studies. After that we discuss some theoretical properties of TPS, and
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the proof about catastrophic forgetting in SVB. Extensive evaluation appears in
last section and Supplement.
2 Related work
There are two main directions to deal with data streams. The first direction is
to design a completely new model for the infinitely sequential data [6,38,39,37].
The other direction is to design online/streaming algorithms for learning Bayesian
models, i.e., to adapt a model from static conditions to streaming ones. Efficient
methods in this direction include streaming variational Bayes (SVB) [11], popula-
tion variational Bayes (PVB) [30], online learning [12,9], sequential Monte Carlo
[17], surprise minimization [19]. Interestingly, rigorous study on exploiting exter-
nal/prior knowledge in streaming conditions is rare.
A wide range of studies have shown that an appropriate use of prior knowledge
can significantly improve the model quality and generalization. Useful prior knowl-
edge might be in different forms, such as similarity graphs [35,40], WordNet [42],
pre-trained models [18,36,32,43], or knowledge about the domains of interest [26,
1,2,27,14]. In particular, pre-trained models, considered as precious prior knowl-
edge, have been playing a crucial role in various applications [16,18]. However,
majority of existing works just focus on non-streaming conditions.
Existing methods have difficulties to effectively exploit human knowledge in
streaming environments. SVB learns a model by uniformly balancing the new
with old knowledge learned from data, and thus only uses the external knowledge
in the first step of the learning process. This strategy can forget any knowledge
very fast and limits the effect of external knowledge. (A rigorous proof can be
found in the supplementary material). To avoid uniformity, power priors [25] can
be exploited to balance the old with new knowledge at each time step. One issue
is that the balancing constant has to be set manually, causing a drawback in
streaming conditions. [29] remove such a drawback by considering the balancing
constant as a random variable which follows a Hierarchical power prior (HPP).
Therefore, SVB-HPP [29]) is an elegant combination of SVB and HPP to balance
the old with new knowledge in a Bayesian way. Those observations suggest that
SVB-HPP and SVB face the same difficulty when exploiting external knowledge.
[3] suggest to maintain the prior knowledge directly in each learning step. However,
the framework in [3] has two drawbacks: first, the human knowledge is encoded
into a prior distribution which is static or decaying to uniformity. Such a usage
is not flexible and cannot utilize the full strength of human knowledge. Second,
the prior should be encoded by vectors, which therefore limits the utilization of
various forms of prior knowledge. In contrast, TPS in this paper enables us to use
richer types of knowledge, which can be represented by vectors, matrices, graphs,
and pre-trained models. Further, the exploitation of knowledge in TPS is dynamic
in nature.
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3 Dynamic Transformation of Prior knowledge into Bayesian models
for data Streams (TPS)
In this section, at first we present the ideas of our framework for a base Bayesian
model that plausibly captures the impact of prior knowledge in each minibatch.
We then explicitly describe applications to LDA and Naive Bayes.
3.1 The TPS framework
Following [30] and [22], we consider a general model B(β, z, x) with two kinds of
variables: a global variable β of size K × V to model the latent structure that
is shared among data points x1:N , and probably a local variable zi to model
the latent structure that governs the ith data point xi. Such a model is gen-
eral and successfully applied in static conditions. However, there are several chal-
lenges in a streaming environment. A data stream is a sequence of minibatches
D = {D1, D2, ...,Dt, ...}, and each minibatch t consists ofM observed data points:
Dt = {xt1, x
t
2, ..., x
t
M}.
Assume we have an external knowledge η which is represented by a matrix of
size L×V . Note that a matrix can help us represent different kinds of knowledge in
practice, such as pre-trained word embedding [31] which uses a vector to represent
the meaning of a word, the relationships among entities, and social graphs for the
connections of people. For example, the prior knowledge can come from graphs1
such as WordNet of size V × V which means L = V , or from word embeddings of
size E × V where E is the embedding dimensionality.
In practice, the prior knowledge representations and model’s variables probably
have different shapes, i.e., the model parameter β has size K×V and the prior has
size L× V . For this problem, we create a mapping f to transform the knowledge
η into β in each minibatch t.2 This f will map the linear transformation pitη into
the space of β, where pit is a transformation matrix of size K×L. Then, the global
variable βt at time t is the result of the mapping: βt = f(pitη).
In particular, we make a relation between the transformation matrices pit−1
and pit to capture the influence between consecutive minibatches. We explicitly
hypothesize pitk ∼ N (pi
t−1
k , σI), where k is the row index of pi
t, I is the identity
matrix of size L, and σ (σ ≥ 0) is the variance parameter to make pitk fluctu-
ate around pit−1k . By this way, the sequence of transformation matrices composes
a discrete-time martingale. Note that pit also plays as weighting the knowledge
before transformed into the global variable of the Bayesian model. The employ-
ment of a discrete-time martingale of transformation matrices help TPS exploit
the knowledge η dynamically.
Given the global variable βt in each minibatch t, the generative model of data
points is the same as those in the original model B. The graphical representation
of TPS is depicted in Figure 1a.
1 Clearly, those graphs can be represented by adjacent matrices. [8] further showed that we
can represent any general graph knowledge into embedding spaces. The low rank matrices in
the embedding spaces help to exploit the knowledge in the graph more effective.
2 The mapping can be chosen as a (pre-specified) nonlinear function, a neural network,...
As an example, we will use the standard softmax function as the mapping f in the later
subsections.
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(a) TPS for B(β, z, x) as the base model.
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(b) TPS when LDA is the base model.
Fig. 1: Graphical representation for TPS.
Learning in TPS:
When facing with sequential data, many approaches [17] often formulate the
learning as the Bayesian filtering problem for which one has to estimate the pos-
terior p(pi1, pi2, ..., pit|D1, D2, ...,Dt) or p(pit|D1, D2, ...,Dt). Note that estimating
one of those posteriors will require all past data, and thus is impractial for data
streams, as t → ∞. Here we propose an entirely different approach which avoids
reusing past data. The learning process is performed in each minibatch t by max-
imizing the posterior p(z, pit|pit−1, η, Dt), where pit−1 is made available from the
previous minibatch. Hence, our approach will be potentially more efficient and tru-
ely applicable to data streams. We will decompose the posterior into components in
order to reuse the inference steps of the original model B as: p(z, pit|pit−1, η,Dt) ∝
p(z, pit, Dt|pit−1, η) ∝ p(pit|pit−1)p(z,Dt|η, pit) ∝ p(pit|pit−1)p(z,Dt|βt). In log form,
we have:
LP (z, pit) = log p(z, pit|pit−1, η,Dt) = log p(pit|pit−1) + log p(z,Dt|βt) + const.
(1)
The learning process is separated into two parts for local and global variables,
respectively. While the inference of local variables (z, x) is inherited from the
original model B (e.g., by maximizing or sampling from p(z, x|βt)), we focus on
maximizing LP with respect to pit. We extract the component G(βt) = G(f(pitη)),
that contains βt, from log p(Dt, z|βt). Then, we obtain the objective function:
LP (pit) = log p(pit|pit−1) + G(f(pitη)), and maximize it by using gradient ascent.
Algorithm 1 briefly describes the learning process.
3.2 Case study 1: TPS when LDA is the base unsupervised model
Next we discuss how to apply TPS to LDA [7], one of the most popular Bayesian
models. LDA consists of two global variables (β,α), where α contributes to the
topic mixture θ of each document and is fixed in this case study, and each βk is
the topic distribution over V words.
Suppose that there is an available prior knowledge represented by η of size
L × V . We incorporate the prior knowledge into β by a linear transformation
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Algorithm 1 Learning in TPS
Require: Prior knowledge η, mapping f , variance σ, data sequence {D1,D2, ...}
Ensure: pi
Initialize pi0 randomly
for minibatch t = 0, 1, ... do
Receive a minibatch Dt of data
while not convergence do
Do inference w.r.t. the local variables (z, x), given βt = f(pitη) and Dt
(e.g., by maximizing or sampling from p(z, x|βt))
Maximize (1) w.r.t pit, given the statistics from (z, x)
end while
Set pit+1 := pit
end for
Algorithm 2 TPS training for LDA
Require: Prior knowledge η, hyper-parameter α, variance σ, data sequence {D1,D2, ...}
Ensure: pi
Initialize pi0 randomly
for minibatch t = 0, 1, ... do
Receive a minibatch Dt of data
while not convergence do
Infer (γd, φd) for each document d ∈ D
t by iteratively computing (3) until convergence,
given βk = softmax(pi
t
k
η) for each k
Maximize (4) w.r.t pit
end while
Set pit+1 := pit
end for
with a transformation matrix pi of size K × L, and then followed by the softmax
operator. The generative process of the documents in minibatch tth is as follows
(Figure 1b):
1. Draw the transformation matrix: pitk ∼ N (pi
t−1
k , σ
2I)
2. Calculate the topic distribution:
βkj =
exp(pitkηj)∑V
i=1 exp(pi
t
kηi)
(2)
3. For each document d of length Nd:
(a) Draw topic mixture: θd ∼ Dirichlet(α)
(b) For the ith word of d:
i. Draw topic index: zi ∼Multinomial(θd)
ii. Draw word: wi ∼Multinomial(βzi)
Learning parameters: We apply Algorithm 1 for estimating the posterior.
We emphasize that our framework utilizes the available inference methods (e.g.,
variational inference, Gibbs sampling) for local variables (w, θ, z) in the original
LDA model.
Here, we use mean-field variational inference as in the original paper [7]:
q(θd, zd|γd, φd) = q(θd|γ)
∏Nd
n=1 q(zdn|φdn) with the variational distributions: q(θd|γd) =
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Dirichlet(γd) and q(zdn|φdn) = Multinomial(φdn) where γd and φd are varia-
tional parameters w.r.t. document d. According to [7], the inference for document
d reduces to repeating the following updates until convergence:
γdk = αk +
∑
n∈[Nd]
φdnk
φdnk ∝ expψ(γdk) · exp(
∑
v∈[V ]
I[wdn = v] logβkv) (3)
where [V ] = {1, ..., V }, I[·] is the indicator function, ψ is the digamma function,
k ∈ [K], n ∈ [Nd].
The component depending on the global variable pitk in (1) for each k given
data Dt is:
LP (pitk) = log p(pi
t
k|pi
t−1
k ) +
∑
d∈Dt
∑
n∈[Nd ]
log p(wdn|zdn, β)
=
∑
d∈Dt
∑
n∈[Nd ],v∈[V ]
φdnkI[wdn = v] logβkv −
1
2σ
‖ pitk − pi
t−1
k ‖
2
2
In more details,
LP (pitk) = −
1
2σ
‖ pitk − pi
t−1
k ‖
2
2 +
∑
d∈Dt
Nd,V∑
n,v
φdnkI[wdn = v](pi
t
kηv − log
∑
i∈[V ]
exp(pitkηi))
(4)
Consider the concavity of function LP (pitk). It is obvious that −
1
2σ ‖ pi
t
k − pi
t−1
k ‖
2
2
and pitkηv are concave functions with respect to pi
t
k. Further, the log-sum-exp func-
tion is well-known convex. Therefore, LP (pitk) is concave with respect to pi
t
k, and
we can use gradient ascent to find its maximum. We can sum up the learning
algorithm of TPS for LDA as in Algorithm 2.
3.3 Case study 2: TPS when Naive Bayes is the base supervised model
In this subsection, we apply TPS to multinomial Naive Bayes for classification on
document streams. Let C be the number of classes, β be the class distribution
over V words of the vocabulary (where βcj = P (j|c) and
∑
j∈[V ] βcj = 1 for each
c ∈ [C]). Each document d belonging to class (label) cd is represented by a bag of
Nd words and each word wd,i is generated from Multinomial(βcd).
Suppose that we have a prior knowledge η of size L× V . The generative
process of documents in the minibatch tth is as follows: For each class c, draw
pitc ∼ N (pi
t−1
c , σ
2I) and calculate βcj = softmax(pi
t
cη)j . Generate document
d by drawing class label cd ∼ Multinomial(α) and then drawing each word
wdn ∼Multinomial(βcd).
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Learning: From (1), we extract the term associated with pitc for each class c as:
LP (pitc) = log p(pi
t
c|pi
t−1
c ) +
∑
d∈Dt
c
∑
n∈[Nd ]
log p(wdn|cd, β)
= −
1
2σ
‖ pitc − pi
t−1
c ‖
2
2 +
∑
d∈Dt
c
∑
n∈[Nd ]
∑
v∈[V ]
I[wdn = v] logβcv
= −
1
2σ
‖ pitc − pi
t−1
c ‖
2
2 +
∑
d∈Dt
c
∑
n∈[Nd ]
∑
v∈[V ]
I[wdn = v](pi
t
cηv − log(
∑
v∈[V ]
exp(pitcηi)))
whereDtc denotes the documents with class label c in minibatch t. Learning for NB
is really simple. At each minibatch t, we use gradient ascent to maximize LP (pitc)
with respect to pitc, independently for each class c.
4 Some properties of TPS
TPS has several advantages. Firstly, TPS can exploit different forms of prior knowl-
edge such as vectors, graphs, and matrices. Thanks to the mapping f , TPS can
trasnform the prior knowledge into the desired size of the global variable. Existing
methods, e.g. SVB, PVB, SVB-HPP, are limited in this aspect. Secondly, TPS
enables a base model, designed for static conditions, to work well in a streaming
environment. Thirdly, TPS subsumes many existing dynamic models [6,20,13].
For example, when the prior η is the identity matrix of size V ×V and LDA is the
base model, TPS is reduced to dynamic topic models [6]. Next, we will analyze
two key properties of TPS.
4.1 Balancing the old, new, and external knowledge
The ability to balance the old and new knowledge is the basic requirement for a
learning system. When learning from data streams, there are three main sources
of knowledge that need to be considered: the old knowledge learned in past data,
the new knowledge to be learned from incoming data, and the external knowledge.
TPS has a simple mechanism to balance those three sources, owing to the objective
function in (1):
LP (z, pitk) = −
1
2σ
‖ pitk − pi
t−1
k ‖
2
2 + log p(z,D
t|βt) + const
The first term controls the flexibility of the new model. An increase in variance σ
implies that the new model at time t might be far from the previous one, and thus
the new model is searched in a larger region. As σ →∞, TPS will not remember
what have been learned before. In contrast, a decrease in σ implies the new model
should not be far from the previous one. As σ = 0, we cannot learn any new
knowledge at all since the first term dominates LP (z, pitk).
The second term, log p(z,Dt|βt), enables TPS to learn new knowledge from
new data. Different with the static use of external knowledge in KPS [3], TPS
exploits the prior dynamically owing to the use of the transformation matrix pit.
Estimation of pit at each minibatch implies the dynamic balancing between the
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prior and the new knowledge learned from the data at time t. Note that the vari-
ance σ also plays the key role in this balance: lower σ means less knowledge can
be learned from new data. From those observations, one can see that TPS pro-
vides a simple mechanism (σ) to dynamically balance three sources of knowledge,
overcoming the limitation of existing methods.
4.2 Catastrophic forgetting
A serious issue in many learning methods is catastrophic forgetting [33], i.e., the
learned knowledge can be forgotten quickly as learning from more data/tasks. This
issue has been found repeatedly for neural networks, but was unclear for Bayesian
models. More importantly, existing works did not theoretically show how fast a
method can forget. Here, we show that SVB [11] has a fast forgeting rate. The
detailed proof is in Supplement.
Theorem 1 (Forgetting in SVB for LDA) Let ξ0 be the model at time 0, and
ξt be the model after learning by SVB from more t minibatches. Then ‖ξt−ξ0‖1 ≥ t
and ‖ξ0‖1 = O(t
−1) · ‖ξt‖1, suggesting that ξ
0 will be quickly forgotten, at a rate
of O(t−1), in the learned model ξt.
It can be shown that this property of SVB holds for Naive Bayes and a large
class of LDA-based variants which are conjugate. Such a forgetting rate in SVB is
much faster than the rate Θ(t−0.67) in human [4]. We conjecture that a fast rate
might appear in many existing methods. In contrast, TPS does not encounter this
problem. It has an explicit mechanism to balance the three sources of knowlege
as discussed in the last subsection. By manipulating σ, TPS can remember some
knowledge better.
5 Experimental evaluation
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of
TPS. Further quantitative and qualitative evaluations can be found in the supple-
mentary material.
5.1 Unsupervised learning for LDA
We first evaluate TPS when applied to LDA. We take four state-of-the-art base-
lines: SVB [11], PVB [30], SVB-PP [29], and KPS [3].3
3 SVB-HPP is not included since its application to LDA requires non-trivial efforts. Further,
as observed by [29], SVB-HPP is often comparable to the best SVB-PP.
Except KPS, all of SVB, PVB, and SVB-PP do not explicitly exploit external/human knowl-
edge and can only use the prior (η) at the initialization. Therefore, for a fair comparison, we
try to encode the external knowledge in the initialization in those baselines. Whenever the
forms of prior knowledge are unsuitable for the baselines, we use PCA to transform the edge
matrices to the same shape with η in order to be used in the baselines.
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Table 1: Some statistics about the datasets. For Irishtimes, we use documents of
the next minibatch (month) to evaluate the model at any minibatch.
Dataset Vocabulary size Training size Testing size words/doc
Grolier 15,269 23,044 1,000 79.9
TMN 11,599 31,604 1,000 24.3
NYT-title 46,854 1,664,127 10,000 5.0
Yahoo-title 21,439 517,770 10,000 4.6
TMN-title 2,823 26,251 1,000 4.6
Irishtimes 28,816 1,374,669 - 5.0
Datasets: We use 2 regular text (Grolier, TMN) and 4 short text datasets4
with some statistics in Table 1. Those short text corpora contain documents of
extremely short length, and are used in our evaluation to help us see the role of
prior knowledge in the cases of extreme sparsity.
Prior knowledge: We use word embedding and word graph as two kinds of
prior knowledge. The word embeddings were pre-trained from 6 billion tokens
of Wikipedia2014 and Gigaword5 by [34]5. Each word is represented by a 200-
dimensional vector (L = 200).
The word graph represents the relationships among words, and is represented by
a matrix of size V × V . We build the 500-nearest neighbor graph based on the
cosine similarity of word embedding vectors, and utilize it as prior knowledge. Due
to the high computational cost as working with a matrix of size V × V , we only
did experiments on Grolier and TMN-title.
Evaluation metrics: Log predictive probability (LPP) [22] and Normalized
pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [28] are used. While LPP measures the
generalization of a model on unseen data, NPMI examines the coherence and in-
terpretability of the learned topics. Details about how to compute those quantities
can be found in Supplement.
Settings: We simulate streaming data by dividing a dataset into a sequence of
minibatches with batchsize: 500 for {Grolier, TMN, TMN-title}, 5000 for {NYT-
title, Yahoo-title}. For LDA, we set α = 0.01, K = 50 topics for {Grolier,
TMN, TMN-title, Irishtimes} and K = 100 for {NYT-title, Yahoo-title}. We
use a grid search to select suitable hyperparameters for the baselines, and re-
port the best parameter sets for each method and each dataset. The range of
each parameter is as follows: the multiple power prior ρ ∈ {0.6,0.7, 0.8, 0.9,0.99}
for SVB-PP, the population size in {102, 103, 104, 105, 106} for PVB, the dim-
ming factor κ ∈ {0, 0.01,0.03,0.07,0.1, 0.6,0.7, 0.8, 0.9} for KPS, and variance
σ ∈ {0.01,0.1, 1, 10, 100} for TPS.
Results:
Predictive capacity: Figure 2a and Figure 3 show the results when using word
embedding and word graph priors respectively. It is obvious that TPS with both
kinds of prior performs significantly better than the baselines, often by a large mar-
gin. In particular, thanks to the dynamic use of prior knowledge in each minibatch,
4 Grolier from http://cs.nyu.edu/∼roweis/data.html, TagMyNews
(TMN) from http://acube.di.unipi.it/tmn-dataset/, NYT-title from
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bag+of+Words/; Yahoo-title, TagMyNews-title
(TMN-title), Irishtimes from http://www.kaggle.com/therohk/ireland-historical-news/
5 http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Fig. 2: Performance of five methods when pre-trained word embeddings is the prior
knowledge and LDA is the base model. Higher is better.
TPS keeps increasing the predictive ability when receiving more data. Moreover,
TPS can attain very high predictive capacity from some beginning stages of the
learning process. For regular text data, the predictive ability in the beginning
minibatch is extremely higher than the baselines. This suggests that the knowl-
edge from the prior contains a large amount of information, and TPS can exploit
the knowledge better than KPS.
It is worth noticing that SVB and SVB-PP seem not to work well with ex-
tremely short text, since their predictive capability decreases as learning from
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Fig. 3: Performance when word graph is used as prior knowledge. Higher is better.
LDA is the base model.
more data. Short text often does not provide enough information and clear con-
text [23,41], and hence cause various difficulties for SVB, SVB-PP, PVB, and
KPS. KPS is able to use prior knowledge, however its ability seems to be limited
because its usage of the knowledge is static along the learning process. Figure 2a
and Figure 3 clearly demonstrate that existing methods are prone to overfitting
on short text, whereas TPS generalizes well.
Topic coherence: The results of evaluating topic coherence using NPMI are
reported in Figure 2b and 3. With word embedding prior, TPS obtains the best
results often with a large margin. Again, TPS is effective for short text. The
information from the prior injects the knowledge of word’s relationship to the
model. For using word graph prior, Figure 3 shows that TPS is stable in the best
methods.
5.2 Balancing and sensitivity analysis
The role of prior knowledge and transition model: There are two important compo-
nents which can significantly affect the performance of TPS: the prior knowledge
η, and the transition model (pitk ∼ N (pi
t−1
k , σI)) which connects the models in two
consecutive time steps. We would like to see which one is really important to the
performance of TPS. To this end, we take LDA as the base model, fix batchsize =
500, σ = 1,K = 100, and pre-trained word embedding as prior. Figure 4a shows
the performance of TPS in three versions. One can observe that when there is no
prior, TPS does not perform well and even encounters overfitting in short text.
When a good prior knowledge is available, TPS performs significantly better and
do not encounter overfitting. The transition model plays a good role as removing
it may result in worse performance. It is worth observing that TPS tends to be
better as learning from more data. This suggests that the prior knowledge does
not overwhems the data, but supports TPS to learn better.
Sensitivity of σ: Grolier (regular text) and TMN-title (short text) are used in
this evaluation. We fix the batchsize to 5000 for Grolier and to 500 for TMN-title,
K = 100 topics. The results are presented in Figure 4b. This figure shows that
one should use small σ for long text, and large σ for short text. The reason might
be that short text contains little information and few changes will likely lead to
a great variance in the meaning of that text. Therefore, the new model pit should
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Fig. 4: Sensitivity of TPS with respect to the key components. LDA is used as the
base model.
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Fig. 5: Classification accuracy of three methods. The first subfigure shows the
accuracy, while the other two subfigures show the relative improvement of TPS
over SVB and KPS, respectively. The improvement of TPS over method A is
measured by (TPS −A)/A.
be learned in a large region around pit−1 to capture large variance in incomming
data. This concides well with our theoretical analysis.
5.3 Streaming classification with Naive Bayes
We compare TPS with SVB and KPS when applied to Naive Bayes for streaming
classification. We use grid search to find the best κ in KPS. For TPS, we use σ = 1.
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Fig. 6: Performance of five methods when pre-trained word embeddings is in its
original representation.
Dataset: We use Irishtimes which consists of 6 categories (business, culture,
news, opinion, sport, and letters). We consider each month as a minibatch, and
continuously learn the models when a minibatch arrives, then do classification for
documents in the next minibatch.
Prior knowledge: We extract a feature V -dimensional vector of each class c
whose element j is the ratio of the number of word j appeared in the class c to
the number of documents containing word j. Then, we gain a matrix C × V in
which each term v is represented by a C-dimensional vector. This matrix is used
as prior for SVB and KPS. In TPS, we identify each word v by concatenating
a one-hot vector (V -dimension) and the C-dimensional vector in order to get a
sufficient representation. We use this representation as prior knowledge.
Results: Figure 5 reports the accuracies of three methods. TPS is comparable
to KPS in the first 100 minibatches, better about 2 − 12% than KPS in the re-
maining minibatches. We observe that the prior knowledge is definitely suitable for
KPS as it helps KPS to obtain high accuracy. The gap between TPS and KPS is
significant when the number of minibatches is large. In contrast, SVB only utilizes
the knowledge at the first step, and hence often gets lower accuracy than the other
methods. Note that TPS performs significantly better than both KPS and SVB
in the last 100 minibatches. It is worth noting that at some sudden changes in
the data distribution, the performance of SVB and KPS drops significantly. TPS
can reduce such a bad effect of those sudden changes. The main reason may come
from the effective exploitation of prior knowledge. This seems to be an advantage
of TPS in changing environments.
5.4 Utilization of the full strength of the original knowledge
The final evaluation is to see how well can the existing methods utilize the full
strength of external knowledge. The experiments with Naive Bayes in the previ-
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ous subsection provide some good evidences as all methods can use the original
knowledge. However, in the experiments with LDA in subsection 5.1 we have to
transform the knowledge (pre-trained word embedding) into a form that can be
used in SVB, SVB-PP, PVB, and KPS, due to the mismatch in dimensionality
and negativity in the embedding vectors. The tranformation may cause some in-
formation loss in the knowledge and hence may make some bias for the baselines,
since TPS uses the original knowledge representation. Now we would like to see
the performance of those methods when directly using the original knowledge rep-
resentation. In this case we have to match the dimensionality of the knowledge
and the global variable in LDA.
We took LDA and three large datasets into evaluation: NYT-title, Yahoo-title,
Irishtimes. All the settings are the same as in Subsection 5.1, except that the
number of topics is K = 200 which is exactly the dimensionality of the pre-trained
word embedding. To ensure non-negativity in the knowledge vectors, we normalize
each embedding vector to be in [0, 1]200.
Figure 6 shows the results. We observe that the behaviors of the baselines are
almost the same as in the experiemnts of Subsection 5.1. One interesting thing
is that KPS in this evaluation seems not to utilize the knowledge well, as its
performance keeps steady or deteriorates over time. This is in contrast to the case
where the knowledge is transformed into a lower dimensionality by PCA, and then
input to the baselines. Figure 6 suggests that TPS can utilize the knowledge well
to perform significantly better than the baselines in both measures.
In summary, TPS can directly exploit an external knowledge source of different
forms when learning a model, while other baselines find difficulties. TPS can use
the knowledge in its original representation while other methods often need some
suitable tranformations, and hence do not well exploit the full strength of the
external knowledge to improve a Bayesian model.
6 Conclusion
We presented a novel framework (TPS) that overcomes many drawbacks of existing
approaches for streaming conditions. In particular, TPS exploits prior knowledge
well, while other methods can forget it very fast. It has hyperparameter σ as a
simple mechanism to balance different sources of knowledge. One interesting ques-
tion is how to learn σ efficiently? This question is significant enough to dedicate
an intensive study.
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Algorithm 3 TPS learning for Naive Bayes
Require: Prior knowledge η, hyper-parameter α, variance σ, data sequence {D1,D2, ...}
Ensure: pi
Initialize pi0 randomly
for the tth minibatch do
Find pitc, for each class c with dataset D
t
c, by using gradient ascent to maximize
LP (pitc) = −
1
2σ
‖ pitc − pi
t−1
c ‖
2
2
+
∑
d∈Dtc
Nd∑
n=1
V∑
v=1
I[wdn = v]pi
t
cηv
−
∑
d∈Dtc
Nd∑
n=1
V∑
v=1
I[wdn = v] log
V∑
i=1
exp(pitcηi)
end for
Algorithm 4 SVB learning for Naive Bayes
Require: Prior knowledge η, the number of classes C, hyper-parameter α, variance σ, data
sequence {D1,D2, ...}
Ensure: ξ
Initialize ξ0 = η
for The tth minibatch do
For each class c with dataset Dtc, compute
ξtcv = ξ
t−1
cv +
∑
d∈Dtc
ndv,∀v (5)
end for
A Streaming Naive Bayes
In this section, we explicitly describe the application of TPS, SVB [11], and KPS [3] to multi-
nomial Naive Bayes (NB) for classification in document streams. It is worth noting that NB
models the documents in each class c by a multinomial distribution with parameter βc. A batch
learning algorithm for NB focuses mostly on estimating β = (β1, ..., βC) for a classification
problem with C classes.6
For TPS, the derivation is presented in the main paper. Algorithm 3 presents the streaming
learning for NB by TPS.
Using variational inference, SVB [11] approximates the posterior distribution of βc in Naive
Bayes by variational distribution q(βc|ξc) = Dirichlet(.|ξc) where ξc is the variational param-
eter associated with class c. Therefore learning NB is translating to learning the variational
parameters ξ1, ..., ξC . Similar to the case of LDA, we update the model at time stamp t by:
ξt = ξt−1 + ξ˜t
where ξt−1 comes from the previous minibatch t − 1 and ξ0 is initialized with prior η. The
learned information ξ˜t from the data Dt at minibatch t is inferred by variational inference
as ξ˜tcv =
∑
d∈Dtc
ndv, where ndv is the frequency of term v in document d. Algorithm 4
summarizes the streaming learning for NB by SVB.
6 Estimating the prior for each class is important. But for simplicity, in this study we use
uniform prior over class labels.
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Algorithm 5 SVB learning for LDA
Require: Prior η, hyper-parameter α, data sequence {D1,D2, ...}
Ensure: ξ
Initialize ξ0 = η
for the tth minibatch do
for each document d in Dt do
Infer variational parameters γd and φd until convergence
end for
Update model parameter ξt using (7) and (8).
end for
KPS [3] is a variant of SVB to explicitly exploit prior knowledge η in all minibatches. In
KPS, the model parameter ξt in minibatch t is computed as below:
ξt = ξt−1 + ξ˜t + (1 + t)−κη (6)
where κ ≥ 0 is the dimming factor to decrease the impact of prior knowledge gradually after
a number of minibatches.
B Forgetting prior in SVB
Streaming variational Bayes (SVB) [11] is an efficient approach that can bring a Bayesian
model for static conditions to work in a data stream. It assumes that the posterior in the
current time step will be the prior in the next step. When facing with intractable posteriors,
variational inference will be used. Therefore, SVB can be applied to a wide range of statistical
models, including latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [7].
In this section, we show that SVB will forget any learned knowledge very quickly. The
forgetting rate is O(T−1), where T is the number of minibatches. It is worth noticing that
such a forgetting rate in SVB is much more faster than the rate Θ(T−0.67) in human [4]. This
is an intriguing property of SVB, which has not known before. We prove this property for LDA
and NB in the next subsection.
B.1 Forgetting prior in SVB for LDA and NB
According to [11], SVB learns LDA from a data stream by updating the model parameter
ξt = (ξt
kv
)K×V at minibatch t, given data D
t, as
ξt = ξt−1 + ξ˜t (7)
ξ˜tkv =
∑
d∈Dt
φdkvndv (8)
where k, v are topic index and word index respectively, ndv denotes the frequency of term v
in d. φdkv ≥ 0 is the variational estimation of the word topic of term v in document d, and
satisfies
∑
k φdkv = 1 for any d and term v.
Algorithm 5 summarizes the learning algorithm for LDA by SVB. We have the following
property:
Theorem 2 (Forgetting in SVB for LDA) Let ξ0 be the model at time 0, and ξt be the
model after learning by SVB from more t minibatches. Then
‖ξt − ξ0‖1 ≥ t, (9)
‖ξ0‖1 = O(t
−1) · ‖ξt‖1, (10)
suggesting that ξ0 will be quickly forgotten, at a rate of O(t−1), in the learned model ξt.
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Proof Because
∑
k φdkv = 1 and ξ˜
t
kv
≥ 0, from Eq. 8 we have the following for any b ≥ 1:
||ξ˜t||1 =
∑
k
∑
v
ξ˜tkv =
∑
d∈Dt
∑
k
∑
v
φdkvndv
=
∑
d∈Dt
∑
v
ndv
∑
k
φdkv
=
∑
d∈Dt
nd
≥ 1. (11)
So ‖ξt − ξ0‖1 = ||ξ˜1 + ...+ ξ˜t|| ≥ t. The second statement thus follows.
One can easily show the followings for NB.
Theorem 3 (NB) The SVB update (5) for Naive Bayes has the following properties:
‖ξtc − ξ
0
c‖1 ≥ t, (12)
‖ξ0‖1 = O(t
−1) · ‖ξt‖1, (13)
where t is the number of updates for class c.
B.2 Forgetting prior in SVB for others models
Next, we consider the forgetting prior phenomenon of SVB in broader contexts. For complex
models, such vanishing is not easily observed. We have to employ the well-known law of large
numbers under some assumptions. Formally, we have the following.
Lemma 1 Assuming that the learned information {ξ˜h}
t
h=1 are i.i.d samples from a proba-
bility distribution with mean ξ¯ 6= 0, we have the following property for SVB with probability
1:
||ξ˜1 + ...+ ξ˜t|| → +∞ as t→ +∞, (14)
suggesting that as b increases, ξ0 quickly becomes negligible in the learned model ξt = ξ˜t +
. . .+ ξ˜1 + ξ0.
Proof Using the law of large numbers, we have:
Pr
(
lim
t→+∞
ξ˜1 + ...+ ξ˜t
t
= ξ¯
)
= 1,
suggesting that
Pr
(
lim
t→+∞
||ξ˜1 + ...+ ξ˜t||
t
= ||ξ¯||
)
= 1,
and therefore
Pr
(
lim
t→+∞
||ξ˜1 + ...+ ξ˜t|| = +∞
)
= 1.
This lemma shows that, in general using SVB in streaming learning will lead to the problem
of losing the prior information. Although the assumption of Lemma 2.3 is not always met, the
result provides a significant message for practice of streaming learning, especially when we
have precious prior knowledge about the domain/task of interest.
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C Qualitative evaluation on TPS for LDA
Interpretability is an important criteria for evaluating a model. The results from a model
should be understandable and interpretable by human. In this section, we consider the inter-
pretability/clarity of the learned topics in LDA. In several circumstances, some methods are
not able to expose a clear topic with a specific domain although that domain exists in the
corpus. In this case, we choose the closest topic based on topic’s keywords.
For the evaluation on interpretability, we use two corpora: Grolier (long text) and NYT-
title (short text). We fixed K = 50 for LDA, σ = 1.0 for TPS, batchsize = 500 for Grolier due
to its small size, and batchsize = 5000 for NYT-title. The other settings are the same as those
in the Experiment part of the main paper.
Some results are shown in Table 2 and 3. While Table 2 shows top 10 words of two topics
Military and Music of Grolier dataset, Table 3 gives top words of two topics Business and
Politics of NYT-title. The ambiguous words are written in italic style.
It is clear that topics learned by TPS have least ambiguous words than the other baselines.
Moreover, the meaning of TPS seems to be more clear than the others with a consistent
relationship of words in the topic. In addition, it is more significant for short text data than
regular text. To this end, using prior knowledge is effective in term of improving the clarity of
topics and making them easy to be interpreted by human.
Table 2: Top words of some learned topics of Grolier (regular text).
TPS SVB PVB KPS SVB-PP
Topic 1
(Military)
Topic 2
(Music)
Topic 1
(Military)
Topic 2
(Music)
Topic 1
(Military)
Topic 2
(Music)
Topic 1
(Military)
Topic 2
(Music)
Topic 1
(Military)
Topic 2
(Music)
war music space music war music war music war music
army musical air opera army musical king opera army opera
naval piano world musical american composer army musical military musical
navy songs soviet dance york instruments german piano forces composer
commander composer flight ballet united century france instruments world piano
command orchestral satellite theater world games french songs naval orchestra
military instruments war composer military songs germany composers british instruments
forces orchestra force american battle piano son composer battle songs
air vocal ft french british player military operas ship vocal
ship sound nuclear stage forces composers battle orchestra aircraft jazz
D Sensitivity of TPS with respect to parameters
In this section, we investigate the effects of the parameters: number K of topics, batchsize, and
variance σ. Both regular text (Grolier) and short text (TMN-title) are used in our evaluation.
D.1 Sensitivity of TPS for LDA with respect to the number of topics
We fix batchsize = 500, σ = 1, and the number of topics is tested in [50, 100, 150, 200]. The
results are shown in Figure 7 for regular text (Grolier) and short text (TMN-title) respectively.
Table 3: Top words of some learned topics of NYT-title (short text).
TPS SVB PVB KPS SVB-PP
Topic 1
(Business)
Topic 2
(Politics)
Topic 1
(Business)
Topic 2
(Politics)
Topic 1
(Business)
Topic 2
(Politics)
Topic 1
(Business)
Topic 2
(Politics)
Topic 1
(Business)
Topic 2
(Politics)
sell court world president sale obama dollar obama buy obama
world vote europe election profit president year president company join
plan obama profit reform run law fall pick stake debate
u.s. bush british phone net bush sale ad investor ban
stock case unite champion bond congress million student expand challenge
cut senate business threaten series press market media challenge link
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Fig. 7: Sensitivity of TPS with respect to the number K of topics when LDA is
the base model.
While TPS is stable in regular text when changing K, it seems to be more sensitive with short
text than regular text. Moreover, the smaller number of topics can make TPS do well in short
text.
D.2 Sensitivity of TPS for LDA with respect to batchsize
To examine the sensitivity of TPS over batchsize, we fix σ = 1.0, K = 50. The results are
shown in Figure 8. We can see that batchsize has some similar impact on regular and short
text. From the assumption in TPS, the streaming data is processed in each data collection
decided by batchsize which means this parameter determines the information from new arrived
data to balance with prior knowledge and the past minibatch. Therefore, TPS seems to be
more sensitive on batchsize than K.
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Fig. 8: Sensitivity of TPS with respect to batchsize when LDA is the base model.
D.3 Sensitivity of TPS with respect to the variance in Naive Bayes
Figure 9 shows the sensitivity of TPS w.r.t σ. It seems that large σ(≥ 10) seem to perform
worse than smaller values of σ. σ ≤ 1 seems to be good, meaning that the model at each
minibatch should not be far from that in the previous minibatch. The accuracy gap among the
settings is noticeable in a number of the first minibatches. However, the difference gradually
decreases as more data arrive.
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Fig. 9: Sensitivity of TPS for Naive Bayes w.r.t the variance σ.
E Details of the evaluation metrics
E.1 Log predictive probability
We follow the metric used in [22]. Generally, given the model learned from training data D,
each document in the evaluation set is divided into two disjoint parts: the held-out words
who and observed words wobs. The local variables are inferred using wobs, then the predictive
probability of the model is evaluated by the log probability:
log p(who|D,wobs)
In a LDA model with K topics, the global word topic distributions β, and the document-
specific distribution θ, we have:
p(who|D,wobs) =
∫ ∫
(
K∑
1
θkβk,who )p(θ|wobs, β)p(β|D)dθdβ
≈
∫ ∫
(
K∑
1
θkβk,who )q(θ)q(β)dθdβ
=
K∑
k=1
Eq[θk]Eq[βk,who ]
where q(β) and q(θ) are approximate distribution of variables β and θ respectively. Note that
when β is point estimation, Eq[β] is replaced by β, and θ is inferred from observed words wobs
given β.
E.2 Normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI)
This metric was introduced by [28]. NPMI score give an evaluation for correlation with human-
judged coherence. In detail, given a topic t with top-T topic words w1, w2, ...,wT , the NPMI
score for topic t is calculated by:
NPMI(t) =
∑
1≤i<j≤N
log
P (wi,wj)
P (wi)P (wj)
− logP (wi, wj)
where P (wi) is the probability of word wi derived from corpus and P (wi, wj) is the probability
of co-occurrence of two words wi and wj in the same document.
